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•The personality of founding
father Mario Soares hss so far
been the substitute fa? a coherent
policy in the PSP,

Socialists shunt aside Soares
By TMana Johnstone
;; A R f S
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FTER A SEKiES OF DEVASTATing defeats and blunders,
the Portuguese Socialist
Party (PSP) seems about
ready to get rid of its leader, Mario Soares, and k,'t itself be guided
instead by a policy—something it has
done without up to now.
Since it was founded by a small group
of exiled lawyeis In 1973. the PSP has
been run by Soares, despite: its tremendous growth after the April 1974 military coup that: stored democratic political life, and despite tiie wide variety of
opinions and outlooks within the party.
Even when Soars? was prime minister,
1976 78, he ne\\:r nap. a clear domestic
or foreign poHry, and tended to make
policy from day ic day. often with surprising turns that would send one wing
or another flying out of the party,
Thus both the author of the original
revolutionary agrarian reform Jaw, Antonio Lopes Cardoso, and his successor
as minister of agriculture under Soares,
Antonio Bareto—who wrote the second
agrarian reform law taking back some of
the first—left the PSP at different moments to found small parties of their
own, one to the left and the other to the
right of the PSP, Economists m particular kept resigning from the PSP throughout the late '70s hi protest against the
absence of any dear economic; policy.
After the Socialists' crushing defeat in
the special December 1979 legislative
elections, when the party's share of the
vote dropped from about 35 percent to
about 27 percent, it seemed to many that
the time had come for a critical examination of leadership strategy and policy.
But Scares divenra attention from such
long-range refit;.-^rms bv busily budding
a new electoral fliiancc, ihc Republican
and Socialist Fr^nt (TRS), with the parties of Lopes Cii/iosu s.;.;d a group of 35
members of par,.'smer;.'- who left the center-right Social '"-jmoc"-?tic sac Popular
Party (PPD~P> T V; of piiritr: minister
Francisco Sa Cc, -;eiro. toares confidently predicted tha* the FES would win 35
percent, perhap • ven :•' percent, of the
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vote in the regular four-year legislative
elections held last Oct. 5. In fact, the
newly combined forces of the FRS did
only as well, or as poorly, as the PSP
alone in its December 1979 debacle,
which meant that the Socialists did even
worse than 10 months earlier.
Scares' campaign strategy was to show
that the PRS, if it got a majority, could
govern harmoniously with the president
of the republic, General Ramalho Eanes,
who is himself up for re-election on Dec.
7 and whose relations with prime minister Sa Carneiro have been strained, to
say the least. Soares and Eanes appeared
chatting cordially on television, just as if
they had completely forgotten that Eanes
abruptly tossed Soares out of the government two years ago. By obviously—and
unsuccessfully—trying to exploit Eanes'
presumed popularity to advance the Socialists, Soares imperiled Eanes' own
chances of re-election.
This is apparently why Gen. Eanes, in
a press conference Oct. 14, made a blundering attempt to mark his distance from
the Socialists, and to try to look like a national consensus candidate. He said his
principles, political conceptions and
model of society were fairly similar, if
not perhaps identical to those of the
Democratic Alliance, the right-wing governing coalition led by Sa Carneiro. For
the official candidate of the Socialist Party, this was a tactless statement. But
many Socialists were ready to forgive him
on the grounds that a military man is apt
to say most anything.
Although Eanes seemed to recognize
his mistake and be willing to make
amends, Soares quite unexpectedly demanded that the PSP rescind its endorsement of Eanes' candidacy. In a stormy
meeting on Oct. 19, the PSP National
Committee voted. 87 to 43 to support
Gen. Eanes—the first time in the party's
seven years of existence that Soares was
put in the minority.
To dramatize the issue, Soares temporarily stepped aside as party secretary. If,
as many think, he hoped the whole leadership would resign to enable him to
tighten his control, the move failed. The
suspicion was widespread that Soares
was trying to repeat the gambit of Spanish Socialist Worker Party (PSOE) lead-
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er Felipe Gonzales who resigned as party
leader in order to gather his forces, count
his enemies and come back stronger than
ever a few months later. In another National Committee meeting a week later,
Soares was beaten by an even wider margin of 101 to 43.
Thus a good two-thirds of PSP leadership is openly fed up with Soares, with
his strategems and ambiguity. The disgruntled range from conservatives to
Marxists—which of course will pose problems if and when the party ever gets down
to defining a clear platform. But most
feel it is high time they made the attempt.
Even Sa Carneiro has twisted the knife
by saying that Soares "made a mistake
in basing his whole policy on anti-communisrn." Although the Communists
were trying to get their people into the
government apparatus, there was never
any real possibility of a Communist coup
in Portugal, according to the right coalition leader.

Socialists without policies.
Scares' anti-communism seems to have
served two purposes. First, it functioned
as a substitute for coherent policy. But
the price has been to discredit the Socialists and prepare the right's comeback.
Second, it impressed Scares' foreign
backers, notably in the U.S. and West
Germany. But aside from the fact that
most Western countries have conservative governments that will prefer to back
other horses in Portugal—especially now
that the red scare is long past—the brother parties of the Socialist International
have been expressing their alarm over the
PSP's drift from defeat to defeat.
Thus, after the Oct. 5 elections, the
French Socialist Party leadership got together to reflect on the PSP failure and
sent a confidential report on its evaluation of the situation to Lisbon. The
French party expressed its own interest
in seeing the Portuguese Socialists engage in a serious reflection on the disintegration of their party.
Criticism and suggestions that the Portuguese Socialist Party get itself a strategy
before it's too late have also come from
the PSOE. Even the German Social Democrats, who virtually invented Soares, are
worried over the PSP's decline.

1975.
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After turning against Eanes, Soares
seemed to hope Socialists would nominate himself as alternative candidate.
But the only support for a Scares candidacy has come from a small Trotskyist
party, the Socialist Revolutionary Party,
led by a couple of members of parliament expelled from the PSP, which
emerged with 1 percent of the vote in the
Oct. 5 elections. Commentators say the
PSP leader has cornered himself because
now, if Eanes wins, Soares loses, and if
Eanes loses, it will look like Soares' fault.
Many Socialists consider that the only
way their party can grow up is to get rid
of its founding father. "The misfortune
for Portugal,''' one Socialisl told rae, "is
that in all the excitement since 1974, Socialists never stopped to icflect on the
sort of policies Portugal needs."
One of Scares' abrupt, inexplicable
moves that confused and disoriented the
PSP electorate was his 1977 government
alliance with the Social Democratic Center (CDS) led by Freitas do Amaral, now
junior partner in the right-wing Democratic Alliance. In contrast to the PSP,
the CDS has had a consistent coherent
policy—pro-American devotion to the
Atlantic Alliance. From only 8 percent in
the 1976 elections, the CDS has now
come up to about 18 percent of the' vote.
Thanks to its pro-Americanism and the
fact that it has the only clear defence policy in the country, the CDS now controls
the two key ministries of defense and foreign affairs. It has introduced a defense
bill, soon to come up for a vote, that will
provide for full integration of Portuguese
forces into NATO for the first tints. (So
long as Portugal was tied up in colonial
wars, its NATO membership amounted
to little more than U.S. use of Azores
bases.) This will mean modernization and
purchase of U.S. arms. This integration
helps to wipe out the last traces of influence of the 1974 revolutionary Armed
Forces Movement from the Portuguese
armed forces, since it is taken for granted
now that any commanding general or admiral must have a U.S. stamp of approval. A reputation as a Portuguese nationalist will block any officer's promotion.
The CDS also succeeded in getting its
own candidate, General Soares Carneiro.
accepted as presidential candidate by the
entire Democratic Alliance. Carneiro is
known as a brutally repressive colonial
officer who never approved the antifascist revolution. Portuguese consider
him the U.S. candidate even though the
liberal American press doesn't like him.
The aim of the right is to revise the
1976 Constitution, and especially to get
rid of its socialist bias in order to give
full rein to free enterprise. But revision

Scares' policies
changed from day
to day, often
sending one wing
or another flying
out of the party.
requires a two-thirds majority of the parliament, which is quite impossible. Thus
the Democratic Alliance leaders want a
president who will decree a special referendum to revise the Constitution. President Eanes has said he is against this idea.
Thus the right turned to Carneiro as the
tough guy who will do whatever is necessary to change the Constitution.
Even some Marxists think that the
1976 Constitution suffers from the rhetoric of the period and could stand being
brought more in line with Portuguese
reality. But the referendum seems quite
the wrong method for revising a constitution, and the current parliament does
not offer the prospect of many twothirds majorities.
In fact, the principle comfort to the
left these days is that the right is also divided. In particular, Sa Carneiro's party
is made up of a number of differing currents. The leader of one important current, Helena Roseta, means to fight to
preserve the democratic achievements of
the Constitution and has said she will
not vote for Soares Carneiro.
•
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Nuke
Continued from page 5
vessel wouldn't crack on Oct. 20.
If nothing else, the investigations and
the new tests will show one thing: Even
after Three Mile Island, where another
impossible accident occurred, the nuclear energy experiment continues outside
the laboratory, jeopardizing public health
and safety. Every accident is really just
another new discovery. At Indian Point,
scientists can now find out what it takes
to crack—or not crack—a reactor vessel.
How do 100,000 gallons of water leak
inside a nuclear power plant and reach the
reactor vessel without anyone noticing?
• First, instrumentation in the control
room indicates flooding inside the containment area, but operators decide two
separate signals are malfunctioning.
(The warning lights have been on since
early October, but no one investigates or

fixes them.) Besides, if there were a leak
somewhere, the water would be pumped
into a collection tank. The level of the
tank is checked and is normal. There's
no monitor on the pumps and no way of
telling they're working unless someone
goes down there to see. (Video cameras
might do as well, but none have been installed.) Everyone assumes that if there
were a leak, the pumps would be on. So
there must be no leak. But the pumps are
broken. Both of them—the automatic
one, too.
• Instrumentation also shows no rise
in humidity in the containment area despite the water covering the floor and a
steam leak from the steam generator.
This is because the automatic dehumidifiers work continuously; no one notices.
• While investigating a malfunctioning power measurement, operators accidentally cause a "trip," and the reactor
automatically shuts down. It's fflaa versus machine. They start up the reactor.
The reactor trips off again. On Oct. 17,
they decide to send some workers into
the containment area, who find themselves wading in water up to their ankles.
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It did happen here.
The parallels to Three Mile Island are
eerie: human error and equipment failure produce an accident that's not supposed to happen. The utility does not report it promtly to the NRC, local government or the media. When Con Ed
finally did so, it only reported half the
accident, and that much came reluctantly. "Media interest is expected," stated
the NRC memo dated Oct. 21. "The state
of New York has been informed. The advisability of a press release is being considered by the licensee and the NRC."
The seriousness of the leak—a potential
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No one has been in the area since Oct. 3.
Water has been leaking for several days,
possibly two-weeks* from the cooling
system and the steam generator.
• Westchester County Executive Alfred DelBeUo is not immediately notified
about ~t^ Accident. But neither is the
NRC, which 3g$ttlates the Con Ed operation. The NRCfull-time "resident" inspector starts his weekend early on Oct.
17, and leave's his answering machine to
handle any emergencies.
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meltdown—was never conveyed.
Despite the story's biased source, the
major media reported Con Ed's version
of the "plumbing problem" almost verbatim, witjhout checking out what the
story $ M « i i | N V e w ' York T/wesprintst week regurgitating
id'line. "Con Edison failed to
^report the problem for days, but insists,
along with the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, that the public was never in
danger. That's probably right; this was
not the start of another Three Mile Island." The Times doesn't even wait for
an investigation of the accident; like Con
Ed, it is eager to reassure us. To fifl the information vacuum, the
New ¥ofk Public Interest Research
Group, a Nader/consumer activist organization, has set up a virtual news service, supplying background on Indian
point and referring reporters to metal experts, nuclear engineers and economists
who are not employed by Con Ed. No
one can answer questions yet about the
condition of the reactor; that's why Con
Ed would prefer the public didn't ask.
The NRC has closed Indian Point unit
2 indefinitely and ordered Con Ed operators, who sometimes can be overeager,
'not to restart the reactor so that the vesisel can be tested and all the investigations can proceed.
The utility responded with a 5 percent
"fuel adjustment" surcharge on its bills
to pay for replacement power while Indian Point is closed. Rate hikes are usually the domain of the Public Service
Commission. The PSC will review the
NRC investigation to determine whether
Con Ed's mismanagement caused the accident. A finding of mismanagement
would force Con Ed to refund the surcharge. Two antinuclear groups in New
York, Mobilization for Survival and the
Westchester Peoples' Action Coalition,
are considering a boycott of the surcharge.
Con Ed's rates are already among the
highest in the country. If the surcharge is
not refunded, New Yorkers will be pay-"
ing for Con Ed's incompetence and a
nuclear reactor that is still, after seven
years,'in the experimental stage. No less
than 133 generic problems, cited by the
NRC, exist at the plant. There are
cracks, caused by salt corrosion, in the
steam generator. And this is all compounded by Indian Point's location—on
an active earthquake fault, near New
York's water supply, in the most densely
populated region in the U.S. There are
no plans, in the event of a serious accident, for evacuating the 21 million people living within 60 miles of the plant.
Anything can go wrong at Indian
Point and even the smallest accident can
lead to the most catastrophic. "I basically feel," says Robert Pollard, exproject manager of Indian Point unit 3,
"that until the public or its elected representatives are willing to do something
about it, NRC and Con Ed are going to
let that plant run no matter how dangerous it is. The only way out of the stalemate that I can see is an accident that
does kill a few members of the public.
And that, I'm afraid, is what we have to
look forward to." No one will know
how or why it happens—a valve doesn't
work, a pump fails—and everything
seems to go wrong at once. Nothing, especially not nuclear power, is per feet .•
Susan Jaffe writes for the Village Voice,
where a longer version of this article first
appeared.
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ea of democracy is contagious

The Roots Of
orm
in Polsnck
il
By

Praeworski

paper editorials argued that party democracy is a necessary condition for any
reforms within the society.
The media has suddenly become pluralistic. Public discussions erupted in
newspapers, which began to publish editorial articles explicitly stating their positions with regard to the developing reform movement. Economists were interviewed about the details of the economic
crisis and the paths to reform. Television
itself became pluralistic. It seems as if
each program independently chose its direction. One day, for example, the news
begins with a long story in which the
First Secretary of the Party and the President of Poland award medals to outstanding peasants for their achievements,
a routine ceremony of the past 30 years.
The news program is followed by an
hour-long film showing how a factory
hastily fabricates its "achievements" in
anticipation of an "unexpected" visit by
an official. Several films made between
1976 and 1980 and relegated "to the
drawer" were shown at the Gdansk film
festival and reviewed by the press.
The Church bared itself as an openly
political force. Capitalizing on the moderating influence it played during the
strikes, the Church is seeking to increase
the parliamentary representation of
Catholic deputies, reintroduce religious
instruction in schools, insert moral
clauses into the new law on censorship,
and commit the state to the morally oppressive policies the Church has always
advocated. At the same time, the Church
continues to try to ingratiate itself with
the new unions, denying that the Cardinal betrayed workers in his speech of
Aug. 24 (of which six minutes, critical of
the government, were in fact cut by the
media) and surrounding Walesa with advisers close to the Church hierarchy.
On Sept. 5, the Sejm (parliament) met
in Warsaw to approve the government

changes that had occurred 10 days earlier. The debate was highly critical of past
government policies. That evening the
changes reached the top and the Central
Committee replaced Gierek with Stanislaw Kania as First Secretary. Other
changes of top leadership followed. In his
first speech, Kania promised to adhere to
the Gdansk agreements, suggested widereaching reforms and emphasized the
need for democracy, which, he said, "is
not a gesture of the state for the people
but the need of a socialist society."
Nevertheless, the situation remains unclear and contradictory. Managers of enterprises have been dragging their feet in
recognizing new unions. Party press and
the television news continue giving conflicting signals about the party leaders'
intentions. New appointments within the
party apparatus are interpreted by many
people as indicating the ascendancy of
hard liners, the generation of 1968. The
press and television continue restricted
coverage of the new unions and have begun a campaign against "anti-socialist
elements" that lumps together left-wing,

This is the second part of a tVJG-part article on Poland.
HE SCOPE O? TK3 GDANSK
agrsr.mesit on unionization
remains unclear. The document seems to have general
validity.,, but at o"e point it
specifies explicit'y that the new union is
to be formed at the coast, which would
limit such activity to Gdansk, Gdynia,
Elblag and Szczecin. This ambiguity has
led workers in other parts cf the country
tc strike for the extension cf the agreement. Ths Stlesian strike, which began
on Aug. 28 vv"s quickly settled. The
Gdansk agreement was extended and a
list of the specific demands of miners adnationalistic and right-wing opposition
ded. The same scenario was repeated all
groups. The leader of an openly anti-Sovover the co-unity, leading various party
iet group has been arrested and charged
official, Jagieiski among them, to dewith insulting the authority of the state—
clare f'>af. tne agreement he-ids for the
an accusation reminiscent of worse days
entire counhy. But in practice, efforts to
—for an interview given to Der Spiegel.
unionize have *wt resistance on the part
(The interview was inflamatory but he
of managers and have been successful
could have been charged with threatening
only where workers struck. In Warsaw,
one of the newspapers published a report that workcvs.;:.. one cf the enterprises do not waiu to jois the new union.
The enterprise jrnmedialeiy went on strike
and r.he union was formed.
At tHfi sarae time, various professional
associations have met and declared themselves to be incepender.t arid self-governing. Toe Fo'Jsr. Sociological Association
was among ?,r: fl/st, along with those of
architects., wdtovs, artists, doctors and
teachers. Ssv.iai professional groups
formed ar u^b.'-t'-S organization; some
joined the Gcan.sk union. University students en vacation last summer began to
meet arid g~v:ouriced the formation of
an inci£pep.d,7.*t and self-governing student crgsniza'ion. As if to anticipate the
inevitafe, the government announced
that it would introduce a law on academic self-govsrr.nent, giving full autonomy, including the right to elect all officers, tc the institutions of higher learning. A movement to immediately elect
the new rector of the University of Warsaw was launched in the university senate.
In the beginning of September, some
official unions which were members of
the Trade Union Confederation announced that they would leave the Confederation. Some stated their intention
to become independent and self-governing and sought to register under the new
legislation. The Socialist Union of Students, one of the youth arms of the party, met to emphasize the need for its own
autonomy and welcomed the creation of
independent student organizations. The
resolution called for far-reaching political changes, indudisig fres elections.
At the same -i;-E.es a rr.ovgment for reforms has erupted within the Communist Party. Various groups within the party called for irttsrss.^ democracy, for an
end tc corrupt'or;: ana bureaucracy, for
free anri secret elections to all party
posts, for full information about party
activities ana "or an increased ideologi- Lech Walesa, leader of the Gdansk workers, addressing a rally ui the Lenin
cal orientation of ths carty. Severl news- shipyard.

T

the security of the state—an accusation
that would have been consistent v/ith the
spirit of the Gdansk agreements.)
Although Kania and others are attempting to calm the situation, their
messages appear ambiguous. After 30
years of double-talk nothing is taken at
face value. Factory managers who want
to follow the policy of the party are not
certain what it is.
The new unions are still amorphous.
At the beginning it was not clear whether
unions other than Solidarity would be
allowed to register, so various groups
from all over the country have joined it.
Other union federations have now appeared, most importantly in Warsaw
arid Silesia, and have decided not to confederate but to remain in communication with each other. The result is chaotic. Internal conflicts have bsgun to
emerge. There are rumors that within the
Lenin Shipyard workers dissatisfied with
Walesa's compromise on economic issues
have already organized strikes against the
new unions. As if to reassert their existence and to reassure the membership,

Although the situation is not entirely
clear, the movement for liberalization
is spreading and the government is
giving ground.
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the new unions organized a highly disciplined one-hour strike on Oct, 10.
Since the situation is in flux, any account of events risks being out of date
by the time it is read. The Central Committee met again on Oct. 11 and announced the convocation of an extra ordinary
Congress of the Party, most likely in
January. This guarantees that the movement for reforms will not be arrested
and that it will now overwhelm the party. At least until that Congress the situation will remain volatile, and the limits
of the possible will be tested repeatedly.
A new wave is also sweeping previously existing organizations, Since the '40s,
Poland has had innumerable organizations, covering all areas of social life.
Two political parties have existed in addition to the PUWP: the United Peasant
Party (ZSL) and a Democratic Party
(SD). Youth organizations, women organizations, professional associations,
cooperatives, sports clubs, cultural
groups, hobby circles and religious
groups have all functioned in their areas
of activity. In the past they were confederated and subjugated to party control
on a national level. Now they ire breaking from the moid anc declaring themselves independent and self-governing,
clearing their houses by announcing free
and secret elections. One should not be
surprised if in a few days the Polish Philatelist Association or the Bird Watchers
Union declare themselves to be independent and self-governing.
Once this period is concluded, some
institutionalized modus v:vendl will have
to develop. Poland has functioned since
1946 under a system in which >he patterns of actual interaction arn.cng state
institutions had little, if any, relation to
constitutional principles. Ths roie of the
party was not reflected in IE.V/. But as
long as the party had a monopoly on
power within the state it could expect
stability. Now, however, neither .he established practices nor the legal principles will suffice to provide a framework
within which the newly independent organizations, the Church and the Party
can resolve conflicts. The process must
enter an institutionalizing phase soon.

Prospects.
The agreement signed in Gdansk has already been dubbed a new "social conContinued on page 22

